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Access To Community Courts By Private Applicants Under Article 230 EC And the

tive (Yet Justifiable?) Approach

The Locus Standi Requirements And Their Traditional Interpretation
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III Access To Community Courts By Pr
The Right Direction

The Treaty of Lisbon modified the standing re(
with the need to show individual concern in r(

measures. In particular, according to the modi-

stitute proceedings against an act addressed to

them, and against a regulatory act which is o-

measures'). 39

From an examination of this provision it seem

review has not been changed: individuals wish

to prove individual and direct concern .40 Henc

still only be the preliminary reference procedu

uations in which two requirements are met: fi

second, when the measure in question does no

In order to assess the potential impact of this

preliminarily explained. The phraseology is -1t
Treaty,42 although no definition of a'regulator

Treaty of Lisbon.4 Article I43 -32 (1) of the Con4

acts at the institutions' disposal, and the disti

the sense of Article 249 of the EC treaty), fraj
binding, non-legislative acts of general applical
of Lisbon, the terms 'law' and 'framework law'

between legislative acts44 and non-legislative ac

as'(regulatory acts' within the meaning of the r

cants is thus widened primarily into the direct

38 K och, C. (2004) 'European Community - Challenge 0l
under Article 230(4)',819; Albor-Llorens, A. (2003) 'The
Court missed the boat?', 92.

39 Article 263(4) TFEU.

40 Lewis, X. (2006-2007) 'Standing of Private Plaintiffs to

Broken, where Should it be Fixed?', 1532.

41 The Treaty of Lisbon abolishes the European CommL

icants Under The Lisbon Treaty: A Smaller Ste
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As Lewis points out this test is more restrictive, since the more generous rules of standing only apply to challenges against regulatory

acts. Lewis, X. (2006-2007) 'Standing of Private Plaintiffs to Annul Generally Applicable European Community Measures: if the System

is Broken, where Should it be Fixed?', 1352. See also Dashwood A. and Johnston A. (2004) 'The institutions of the enlarged EU under

the regime of the Constitutional Treaty' Common Market Law Review, 41 (6):1481-1518, 1509.
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